PROTOCOL & RÉSERVATION SECTION

1. INTRODUCTION

The following subjects are dealt in the Protocol & Reservation Section of Home Department.

- Visit of VVIPs & VIPs to the State
- Visit of Hon’ble Chief Justice & Hon’ble Judges of Supreme Court of India.
- Visit of Hon’ble Chief Justice & Judges of High Court of other States.
- Visit of other dignitaries.
- Matters relating to Warrant of precedence.
- Matters relating to State Guest Rules, Odisha.
- Matters relating to death of High dignitaries.
- State parties.
- Matters relating to reservation of accommodation at Odisha Bhawan/Niwas, New Delhi.
- Matters relating to reservation of accommodation at Utkal Bhawan, Kolkata.
- Matters relating to reservation of accommodation at Odisha Bhawan, Navi Mumbai.

2. OBJECTIVES OF THE ORGANIZATION/ SECTION

The objective of Protocol & Reservation Section is to provide State hospitality to the dignitaries during their visit to Odisha and preparation of the order of precedence of the dignitaries for State functions and ceremonies in the state. It also arranges State Parties and takes action on the death of high dignitaries.

Besides, reservation of accommodation are being provided at Odisha Bhawan/Niwas, New Delhi, Utkal Bhawan, Kolkata and Odisha Bhawan, Navi Mumbai.